
 Exceptional Semi-Detached Home | College Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire





Luxurious interior styling, 
clean minimalist decor and a 

lovely sunny garden...
The generous gravel driveway comfortably accommodates two large cars 

and leads to the attractive entrance. Inside, the cool contemporary decor is 

complemented by the rich warmth of the character fireplaces and stripped 

wood doors that have been carefully chosen to match the original features. 

A cosy sitting room with open fire and bay window is perfect for winter nights, 

whilst the wonderful kitchen dining room has space to seat 10 in comfort. 

The sleek stylish kitchen design includes a range of fitted cabinets and large 

central island feature creating an impressive and sociable entertaining area. 

The excellent arrangement boasts an American fridge freezer and integrated 

dishwasher whilst the modern finish is enhanced by metro tiling, engineered 

oak flooring accentuating the size of the room and multiple skylights. 

The rear extension provides a handy utility room and a downstairs w.c., 

ideal for young families, double doors lead out to the fantastic rear 

garden. The 53ft x 18ft space offers decking lawn and patio areas and 

is open to the south ensuring ample sunshine in the summer months. 

Upstairs the master bedroom has a range of fitted storage and a hidden 

ensuite shower room which has been beautifully finished with his and hers 

basins. There are two further bedrooms each with space for double beds, both 

extremely bright and superbly decorated. The family bathroom is tastefully 

presented with a classic white suite, mirrored walls and shower over bath. 

• Central Maidenhead location

• Delightful sunny garden

• Magnificent kitchen dining room

• Stunning condition throughout

• Utility, downstairs w.c.

Location

College Road is a quiet and popular residential area, superbly positioned 
for ultra convenient commuting into London by road or rail. The M4 is less 
than 3 miles away whilst Maidenhead train station is just 0.8 miles down 
the road, with Crossrail nearing completion the links to the city are a real 
advantage. The plethora of Maidenhead schools are all easily accessible 
providing numerous options for children both primary and secondary 
age. There is a wide selection of independent and state schools within a 
mile, including Claires Court which can be found at the end of the street.
Maidenhead  town centre will soon benefit from a £20 million regeneration 
investment which will enhance the superb amenities already on offer. 
There are easy to reach open green spaces nearby along with the River 
Thames providing ample running, cycling and dog walking opportunities. 



For more information or to arrange a viewing contact us on...

t: 01628 947 888     e: enquiries@barkerstone.co.uk

www.barkerstone.co.uk

These particulars are not an offer of contract nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Barker Stone Ltd in these particulars, 
by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Barker Stone Ltd has no authority to 
make any representations about the property and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, 
seller(s) or lessor(s). Photography is limited to certain parts of the property as it appeared at the time they were taken.

Floor Plan & EPC

• EPC to Follow


